Abstract. In this article we study the asymptotic behaviour of the correlation functions over polynomial ring F q [x]. Let M n,q and P n,q be the set of all monic polynomials and monic irreducible polynomials of degree n over F q respectively. For multiplicative functions ψ 1 and ψ 2 on F q [x], we obtain asymptotic formula for the following correlation functions for a fixed q and n → ∞ S 2 (n, q) := f ∈Mn,q
Introduction
Consider the polynomial ring F q [x] over a field with q elements. Let M n,q be the set of all monic polynomials of degree n over F q , so that |M n,q | = q n and M q := ∪ ∞ n=1 M n,q . Let P n,q be the set of all monic irreducible polynomials of degree n over F q and P q := ∪ ∞ n=1 P n,q . One of the fruitful analogies in number theory is the one between the integers Z and the polynomial ring F q [x] . Thus, for instance prime numbers correspond to the irreducible polynomials over F q [x] and the fundamental theorem of arithmetic applies. We also define M ≤n,q as the set of all monic polynomials of degree less than or equal to n over F q . Our arithmetic functions are complex valued functions ψ on the monic polynomials M q . In a general point of view, our goal is to understand the following correlations of arithmetic functions ψ 1 , . . . , ψ k on M q at (h 1 , . . . , h k ) ∈ F q [x] k , S k (n, q) := f ∈Mn,q ψ 1 (f + h 1 ) . . . ψ k (f + h k ) (1) and R k (n, q) := P ∈Pn,q ψ 1 (P + h 1 ) . . . ψ k (P + h k ) (2) as the parameter q n = |M n,q | is large (and n > deg(h i ) for all i to avoid technical difficulties). This parameter can be large, in particular, either when n is much larger than q, which we call the large degree limit, or when q is much larger than n, which we call the large finite field limit.
In the large degree limit i.e. when n is large, one knows no more than what is known in number fields assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (which is a theorem in function fields). In the large finite field limit one can often go much further than what can be done in the case of number field or in the large degree limit. An extensive study by several authors ( [1] , [3] , [4] ) has led to a complete understanding of (1) in this limit for the family of arithmetic functions.
In the large degree limit, on the basis of a work of Granville et al. [7] , Klurman [9] derived Wirsing, Halász and Hall's theorem on F q [x] . In [5] , we studied asymptotic behaviour of (1) in number field setting.
In this paper, we will investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the above sums (1) and (2) for k = 2 i.e. the following 2-point correlation functions in large degree limit S 2 (n, q) := f ∈Mn,q
and R 2 (n, q) := P ∈Pn,q ψ 1 (P + h 1 )ψ 2 (P + h 2 ) (4) where h 1 , h 2 ∈ F q [x] with deg(h i ) < n for all i = 1, 2.
The norm of a polynomial f ∈ F q [x] is defined in the following way. 
Definition 4.
A multiplicative function ψ is said to be close to 1 if
Following Klurman [9] , we define the "distance" between two multiplicative functions
Usually, the distance D(ψ 1 , ψ 2 ; ∞) is infinite. However, in the case D(ψ 1 , ψ 2 ; ∞) < ∞ we say that ψ 1 "pretends" to be ψ 2 . Also observe that, if ψ is close to 1 then ψ is pretend to 1.
Throughout the paper P and Q denote monic irreducible polynomials; j, k, l, m, n and t are natural numbers; ∃ and ∋ are stands for "there exists" and "such that" respectively. For f ∈ M n,q , Ω(f ) and ω(f ) denotes the number of irreducible factors of f counted with multiplicity and number of distinct irreducible factors of f respectively. Also define Liouville function over function field by λ(f ) = (−1) Ω(f ) . We also denote (, ) as gcd and [, ] as lcm.
Analytic results

Let us define
where
′′ means the sum is varies over the conditions that (f, g)|(h 2 − h 1 ) and γ depends on degree of the polynomial (h 2 − h 1 ). Note that γ is a natural number which is always exists as h 1 and h 2 are fixed polynomials.
The following main theorems gives an asymptotic formula of the sum (1) and (2) in large degree limit i.e. when q is fixed and n → ∞. Theorem 1. Let ψ 1 and ψ 2 be multiplicative functions on M q with modulus less than or equal to 1. Also let ψ 1 and ψ 2 be close to 1. Then there exists a positive absolute constant c such that for all n ≥ r ≥ γ ≥ log 9 log q and for all 1 2 < α < 1, we have
where P (n) is defined by (7). and for all 1 2 < α < 1, we have
where P ′ (n) is defined by (7) and A > 0 is arbitrary constant.
Remark 1. Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 can be extended for higher point correlations.
We define the truncated Liouville function function over function field by
For y ≤ n, it is very interesting to find upper bound for the following sum in large degree limit i.e when n → ∞ f ∈Mn,q
Note that, if y = n then the above problem is known as Chowla's conjecture over function in large degree limit. For very small choice of y the following theorem gives a truncated variant of Chowla's conjecture in large degree limit which is an application of Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. There is a positive absolute constant
Let F * q be the group of units in A := F q [x] . As a direct application of Theorem 1, we get an asymptotic formula for two monic polynomials are simultaneously k-free. 
where 0 < B < 1 is arbitrary.
The following corollary is a direct application of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
Then we have
Probabilistic result
Consider a real-valued additive function ψ on M q . For a positive integer n and a real number x, write
If there exists a distribution function Ψ such that 1 q n ν n (ψ, x) converges pointwise to Ψ(x) as n → ∞ , then we say that ψ has the limit distribution function Ψ(x). The function
q n of x is a distribution on a natural probabilistic model which can be described in the following way.
Let Ω := M n,q , which is a finite set of q n elements. The local function ψ n (f ) := ψ(f ) for f ∈ Ω assumes only finite number of values x 1 , . . . , x l say. The subset A i := {f ∈ Ω : ψ n (f ) = x i }, i = 1, . . . , l, of Ω are pairwise disjoint and form a partition of Ω. The σ-field F generated by this partition consists of union of a finite number of subsets A i .
For A ∈ F, let ν(A) = |A| q n , where |A| is the cardinality of A. Then ν is a probability measure on F and (Ω, F, ν) is a finite probability space. Now, ψ n is measure on F and hence random variable on (Ω, F, ν) . The distribution function of ψ n is
In the above setup, for any two real-valued additive function ψ andψ on M q , it is interesting to ask whether the following distribution function
are fixed polynomials with deg(h i ) < n for all i = 1, 2.
As an application of Theorem 1, the following theorem gives an answer of the above question. 
q deg P and
Then the distribution function 1 q n ν n f ;ψ 1 (f + h 1 ) +ψ 2 (f + h 2 ) ≤ x converges weekly towards a limit distribution as n → ∞ and the characteristic function of this limit distribution is equal to φ(t) := P 1 (γ)P 2 (γ), where P 1 (γ) and P 2 (γ) are defined by (8) and (9) respectively with ψ j is replaced by exp(itψ i ), j = 1, 2.
Similarly, one can ask about the frequency of
As an application of Theorem 2, the following theorem gives an answer of the above question. ν n P ;ψ 1 (P + h 1 ) +ψ 2 (P + h 2 ) ≤ x converges weekly towards a limit distribution as n → ∞ and the characteristic function of this limit distribution is equal to φ
are defined by (8) and (10) respectively with ψ j is replaced by exp(itψ i ), j = 1, 2.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, we get the following corollary.
converges weakly towards limit distribution , as n → ∞ and the characteristic functions of these limit distributions equals
respectively.
Preliminary lemmas
The following lemma is a version of standard Chinese remainder theorem over function field.
has a solution if and only if
(g 1 , g 2 )|(h 2 − h 1 )
. If the solution exists, it is the exactly one residue class modulo
The following lemma collects estimation of some useful summations over function field.
where c 1 is a absolute constant. c) Also we have
We know Riemann Hypothesis on function field that
Using (11) we have
c) Using a) and (11) we have
The following theorem gives a lower bound of a certain summation over function field.
Lemma 3. Let ∆ be a fixed polynomial. Then we have
where c is an absolute constant.
Proof. Let us consider
We see that
|M| .
Putting u = q −s , we haveF
On the other hand, from Euler product we get
It is easy to see that G(u) is bounded and therefore convergent for all u such that |u| < 1. Therefore comparing the coefficient we have that H(n) ≥ c 1 n 2 , where c 1 is an absolute constant. Using this, we observe that
Which completes the proof of the lemma.
Given a modulus M ∈ F q [x] of positive degree and a polynomial B coprime to M, let π A (n; M, B) denotes the number of primes P ≡ B (mod M), where P ∈ P n,q . The prime polynomial theorem for arithmetic progression says that
As in classical case, we want to allow deg(M) to grow with n. The interesting range of parameter is deg(M) < n because if deg(M) ≥ n there is at most one monic prime polynomial in arithmetic progression h ≡ B (mod M) of degree n. From (12) we see that if n/2 ≤ deg(M) < n then error term becomes larger than main term. Therefore, we must assume that deg(M) < n/2. Using (12) we get following version of Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem over
Lemma 4. Let π A (n; M, B) be defined as above. Then for any real number t > 0 we have
The following lemma gives Brun-Titchmarsh inequality over function field which is a special case of a theorem of Chin-Nung Hsu.
Lemma 5 ([8], Theorem 4.3)
. Let π A (n; M, B) be defines as above and Φ(M) denotes the number of residues modulo M. Then for deg(M) < n, we have
Remark 2. The inequality in Lemma 5 is stronger than
The following lemma is an application of Selberg Sieve method for polynomials over finite field and useful to prove shifted version of Turán-Kubilius inequality over irreducible polynomials.
Lemma 6. Using the above notations, we have
where the summation varies over all monic irreducible polynomial Q and h is a fixed polynomial with deg h < n.
Proof. Expanding square of L.H.S, we see that
We now formulate Selberg Sieve on the set S(A, B). To do that we define the following sets.
where △:= AB(Ah − Bh). Let ̺(D) be the number of solution of the congruence
. Also let
Observe that
|M|.
Let
Since |M| is non-negative, so we have
Therefore we have S(A, B) ≤ XΓ where
Since ̺ is a multiplicative function on the divisors ofQ, then we can write 1
where h is multiplicative function on the divisors D ofQ. Hence we have
Using this we have
Observe that, if
Therefore we have
.
It is now clear that to minimize Γ we should choose the y M (if possible) so that
One can do that in similar way for integer casei. Therefore we have Λ ≤ XL −1 . Since h(D) is a multiplicative function onQ, then we have
Using Lemma 3, we have
where c is an absolute constant. Combining above results we get
Now we see that
Using this, finally we have
This completes proof of the lemma.
The following lemma is a shifted version of Turán-Kubilius inequality over function field in large degree limit.
Lemma 7. For a sequences of complex numbers ψ(P m ), P is irreducible polynomial and m ≥ 1, we havẽ
where h is some fixed polynomial with deg h < n.
Proof. First we assume that ψ(P m ) = 0 for all irreducible polynomials P with m deg(P ) > n 2
. By simplifying square of modulus on left hand side of the above inequality, the coefficient of ψ(P m )ψ(Q r ), where P and Q are distinct irreducible polynomials, is
By treating all three other sums analogously, we find that the coefficient of ψ(P m )ψ(Q r ) is zero. Therefore the coefficients of only diagonal terms will survive . Using Lemma 2 and Cauchy-Schwartz inequality the rest of the sum gives
where v P (f ) is the number times P appears in the factorization of f . Now we will assume that ψ(P m ) = 0 for all monic irreducible polynomials P with m deg P ≤ n/2. Note that f + h ∈ M n,q . Therefore, if f ∈ M n,q and ψ(f + h) = 0 then there exist at most one irreducible monic polynomial power P m f + h and ψ(P m ) = 0.
So by using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we havẽ
Finally we write ψ as ψ 1 + ψ 2 , where ψ 1 (P ) = 0 for all monic irreducible polynomials with deg P > n/2 and ψ 2 (P ) = 0 with deg P ≤ n/2 and combining above calculation we get the required result.
As an direct consequence of Lemma 7, using Lemma 2 and Cauchy-Schwartz inequality twice we get the following useful version of Turán-Kubilius inequality over function field.
Lemma 8. For a sequences of complex numbers ψ(P m ), P is irreducible polynomial and m ≥ 1, we have
The following lemma is a shifted version of Turán-Kubilius inequality over monic irreducible polynomials.
Lemma 9. Let h be a fixed polynomial with deg h < n. For a sequences of complex numbers ψ(P m ), P is irreducible polynomial and m ≥ 1, we have
Proof. Using triangle inequality we have
where m < n will be chosen later. Using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (11), we get
Note that
, −h).
Using these estimates, (12) and by simplifying square of modulus of L 4 , we observe that
, we have
Using Lemma 5, Lemma 6 and Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have
we get
where Θ(n) is defined as in Lemma 6. This completes the proof of lemma.
The following lemma gives an upper bound of a product over those irreducible polynomials which divides a certain fixed polynomial.
. Then we have
The following lemma gives a connection between distribution function of a random variable and its characteristic function.
If F n (x) and F (x) are distribution functions and if lim n→∞ F n (x) = F (x) holds for each x at which F (x) is continuous then F (x) will be referred to as the limit distribution or limit law. In this case, if F n and F are distribution functions of random variable X n and X respectively. We also say that X n converges in distribution or in law to X.
Associated with a distribution function F (x), the characteristic function is defined by
which is the Fourier transform of F (x). This characteristic function is defined for all real values of t. It is uniformly continuous for ∞ < t < ∞ and satisfies φ(0) = 1, |φ(t)| ≤ 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1
Define multiplicative functions ψ jr and ψ * jr , by
and multiplicative function α jr by
so that ψ jr = 1 * α jr , j = 1, 2.
We write
It is easy to see that P 2 (r, n) ≪ 1. Therefore, we have
Now we see that
By using Lemma 1 we have
Therefore, we have
Now we have
Using Lemma 2, we observe that
Using these estimates we have
Therefore finally we have to calculate the following sum
Let us consider the following set
On the basis of the set N r we decompose E 3 into
We observe that
, if deg P ≥ log 9 log q .
Using Hypothesis that both ψ 1 and ψ 2 are close to 1 and using Lemma 2, if r ≥ log 9 log q , it is easy to see that P 2 (r, n) ≪ 1. Using Lemma 2 we see that
We know that if ℜ(u) ≤ 0, ℜ(v) ≤ 0, then
Using (15), we get
Therefore again using (14) and (15), we have
Using Lemma 8 we have
Combining the above estimates we get the required theorem.
Proof of Theroem 2
where ψ jr and ψ * jr , j = 1, 2 are defined as in section 5. Observe that P ′ 2 (r, n) ≪ 1. Therefore we have
Using Lemma 1 we have
where M is the monic polynomial for which M ≡ −h j (mod g j ), j = 1, 2 and 0
′ means the summation varies over the conditions that (g 1 , g 2 )|(h 2 − h 1 ), α jr , j = 1, 2 are defined as in section 5 and r ≤ z < n will be chosen later. Therefore we have
Using Lemma 2, for 0 < α < 1 we have
|α jr (f )|q
Similarly for 0 < α < 1, we get
Using these estimates and (12), we have
r and also we have
Let us consider the following set Q r = P ∈ P n,q : ∃k ∈ {1, 2} and ∃Q with deg
Therefore we write
Using Lemma 2 and Lemma 5, we have
Using Lemma 6 and combining these estimates, we have
Using (14) and (15), we have
Therefore we get
From (17), we see that
Similar to estimation of E 14 , we get
Using Lemma 9, we have
≪ |P n,q | × .
Choosing z = A log q n, A¿0 and combining all these estimates, we get the required theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3
Choose r = y and ψ j = λ y , j = 1, 2. Let α j = µ * λ y , j = 1, 2.
Observe that D (λ y (P ), 1; r, n) = 0 and α j (P t ) = 2(−1) where P (n) = P 1 (y)P 2 (y, n) is defined by (7).
∞ m 2 =0 (P m 1 ,P m 2 )|h α 1 (P m )α 2 (P m ) q m deg P =:
deg P ≤y
Now if deg P > y, then we have P 2 (y, n) = 1. Also note that α 1 = α 2 = α 3 (say). We define the non-negative integer k(P ) such that P k(P ) h. So for deg P ≤ y, we get Using the Hypothesis that 2 ≤ y ≤ log n, we have q (1−2α)n exp cq αy y ≪ (y log y)
Combining the above estimates we conclude the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5
In the case of Theorem 4, the distribution function is F n (x) := 1 q n ν n f ; ψ 1 (f + h 1 ) + ψ 2 (f + h 2 ) ≤ x and the corresponding characteristic function is φ n (t) = 1 q n f ∈Mn,q exp (it (ψ 1 (f + h 1 ) + ψ 2 (f + h 2 ))) .
We observe that P exp(itψ j (P )) − 1 q deg P = t |ψ j (P )|≤1 ψ j (P )
Therefore from the hypothesis of the theorem, we can say that φ(t) is convergent for every real t. Further, the infinite product φ(t) is continuous at t = 0 because it converges uniformly for |t| ≤ T where T > 0 is arbitrary. Also notice that, for j = 1, 2 we have D(ψ j (P ), 1; ∞) ≪ t 2 |ψ j )(P )|≤1 ψ 2 j (P ) q deg P + |ψ j (P )|>1 q − deg P .
So, using the hypothesis of the theorem we see that ψ j is close to 1 and choosing r = log n in Theorem 1 we get that the remainder term disappears when n → ∞.
Thus the characteristic function φ n (t) has the limit φ(t) for every real t and this limit is continuous at t = 0. Therefore by Lemma 11, we get the required Theorem 4.
In the case of Theorem 5, the distribution function is F n (x) := 1 |P n,q | ν n P ; ψ 1 (P + h 1 ) + ψ 2 (P + h 2 ) ≤ x and the corresponding characteristic function is φ n (t) = 1 |P n,q | P ∈Pn,q exp (it (ψ 1 (P + h 1 ) + ψ 2 (P + h 2 ))) .
By following the similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 4, we get the required Theorem 5.
